Over half a century
of innovation

O

ver half a century of tradition and
innovation. Founded on January
1, 1963 Riello Sistemi was born
in Minerbe - a small town near Verona from the idea of Pilade Riello.
The production plant is initially only
1,000 square meters of offices and
4,000 square meters of workshop but
the company soon proves its qualities
with the first Transfer machines sold
abroad only after two years from its
debut on the market. Alongside the
more traditional model of Rotating
Transfer with vertical axis, in the early
1970s Riello Sistemi launched the new
horizontal axis version. The challenge is
not limited to the product development
but is accompanied by constant structural
growth: a new assembly area is added
to the plant and in 1975, to approach
the North American market, the first
direct sales office in Chicago (USA) is
inaugurated. Riello Sistemi establishes
itself as a point of reference in the local
market as well as internationally as a
forefront company.
The revolution of the following decade
saw the market introduction of the
audacious Transfer “VERTIMAC”, where
the rotary table hangs on the upper wall
of the base. Not only that, in the middle of
the decade Riello Sistemi solutions abandon
the hydraulic type control giving way
to the production of completely NC
controlled transfers.
The constant technological development
of the solutions does not stop and in the
early 90s the company designs the first
flexible transfer. The “VERTIFLEX” model
is born and soon develops into two
different versions to meet the different
needs of the market: 300 and 450.
Once again, the launch of new products

on the market matches with the company
growth. Only thirty years after its
foundation, the company doubles the
area dedicated to the offices and further
expand s the assembly area. In addition
to this expansion process, in 1994 Riello
Sistemi acquired COMAS company in
Montecchio Maggiore, in the province of
Vicenza.
The value of Riello’S product continues to
establish itself with an exponential growth
in foreign sales. To meet the demands of
an important North American customer,
two production lines are even sent by
airfreight renting two “ANTONOV” air
transport monsters from Brescia Airport in
Montichiari.
At the dawn of the new millennium,
Riello Sistemi acquires Mandelli Sistemi
located in Piacenza and opens its first
direct branch in Shanghai, to reaffirm its
presence in the Chinese market and better
assist the existing customers in the area.
These two evolutions transform the
company, marking the establishment of
the “RIELLO SISTEMI GROUP”.
The debut of the 2000s is marked by further
innovations for Riello Sistemi. In addition
to the Traditional and Flexible Transfers,

Top, left, the headquarters of
Riello Sistemi in Minerbe, the place
where the company was founded in
1963
One of the first Transfer machines by
Riello Sistemi

the two-spindle and four-spindle “MC”
machines complete the range of products
and the Vertiflex Flexible Transfer
range is completed with the brand new
ultra-modern “TFL” hybrid model. A few
years after the opening of the first Chinese
branch, having ascertained the value of
the direct presence in foreign countries,
the company decides to strengthen its
position in the North American market
through the acquisition, in 2005, of TRI-WAY
MANUFACTURING located in Windsor,
Canada. Here comes 2013 and the company
celebrates its 50th anniversary.
Unquestioned leader of international
fame in its sector, Riello Sistemi does not
slow down and keeps improving. In years
where technology runs fast, Riello Sistemi
keeps pace. Thus the latest model among
flexible transfers is born, TFL 400 which,
with more than 100 tools available, is a
concentration of flexibility and versatility.

www.riellosistemi.it
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iello’s Flexible cells and Rotary
table machines - traditional, bar
and flexible - provide customized
solutions for special applications to
satisfy the most varied production
equirements. The sectors to which
they are addressed are many, customers,
sometimes international giants
sometimes family-run businesses,
traditional materials or innovative
alloys. The only common factor is the
certainty that for every single need,
Riello Sistemi will look for the most
suitable solution. Up to 14 stations,
different part families, reduced cycle
times and low cost / piece ratio are the
main features of traditional transfers.
The TFL and VFX flexible transfers, on
the other hand, in their various models,
combine the peculiarities of traditional
transfers with the flexibility typical of

with maximum reconfigurability.
Available with 6, 8, 10 or 12 work
stations, one or two of which dedicated
to loading and unloading the work-pieces,
this model can work in either single or
double setup depending on the complexity
of the part. It can either be equipped
with up to 21 independent modules with
2-3 single-tool axes or new twin-spindle
units or with an HSK63 taper revolver
tool changer which can be equipped
with facing heads. Then the rotary table,
the heart of the machine with a diameter
ranging from 2,000 to 2,400 mm, is

rotating clamping devices, making the
transfer easy to retool, able to work
parts of different sizes belonging
to the same family as well as pieces
completely different from each other.
The Hirthless version with infinite
resolution and brushless motor are
available in addition to the tool and
the rotating chucks with one degree
pitch Hirth clamping. With the recent
introduction on the market of
the “TFL400” transfer generation,
Riello Sistemi has filled the market
gap between the traditional transfers
suitable for processing large volumes
of pieces but with limited
re-convertibility and the flexible
transfers suitable for lower volumes but

equipped with a rotating clamping
fixture on each station. The high
technological content of this transfer
has been particularly appreciated by the
automotive industry but also household
appliances and fittings sectors as well.
Among the main key factor of TFL400
success stands out the extremely
reliable and performing three or
six-position revolver tool change
system with HSK63 tool holder. This
unconventional choice was made to
avoid contamination from chips and
coolant which is inevitable when multiple
units work simultaneously while others
are in the tool change phase. The tool
change revolvers which, like the spindle
cartridges, are designed and

manufactured by Riello Sistemi, are
made of cast iron to optimize the
vibration damping in the area where
they are generated (the point of contact
between the tool and the piece) to
improve the surface finishing of
machined parts and extend the tool life
span. The machine can also be equipped
with a latest-generation equipment
such as optical fiber and robot data
transmission for total integration
between HW and SW. In this way, a
single operator can manage the entire
plant.

The product

Above, the Rotary Table Riello machines
- traditional, bar and flexible - provide
customized solutions for special
applications to satisfy the most varied
production requirements
Top, left, with “TFL400”, Riello Sistemi
has redefined the notion of Transfer
offering a machine that combines the
high productivity typical of transfers
with the re-configurability of flexible
solutions
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iello 3D User Interface (RUI 3D) is
the interactive human-machine
interface SW capable of managing
the entire production process through
latest-generation NCs such as “Fanuc 30i-B”
or “Siemens 840 SL”, interconnected
with each other via Ethernet and
supervised by a personal computer.
Entirely developed by Riello Sistemi
in 3D technology according to the
Industry 4.0 logic, the operator interface
allows for very easy ordinary use and
maintenance / monitoring of the parts
subject to maintenance.
RUI 3D, equipped with one or more
21.5 “touch-type” control panels that
can also be used wearing PPE such as
protective gloves, recalls the layout
of the machine as a whole and of the
individual systems in detail, providing
quick and clear indications on the state
of general sensors.
The personal computer, connected
to the Ethernet network with TCP-IP
protocol, is integrated with a software
that controls all the technological and

processing parameters for a quick
consultation on the web of information
about the current state of the machine
and historical use. Specific applications
dedicated to machine performance
analysis can transmit data in real time
automatically to the customer’s workshop operators, production and top
level managers. Customers will then
have at their disposal a sophisticated
analysis of the efficiency and production
data to immediately evaluate the real
yield.
In line with the 4.0 technology, the
system supplied by Riello Sistemi is
designed to be connected to automated
handling-loading-unloading systems
of the piece to be produced, as well
as for tele-maintenance and/or telediagnosis systems and/or remote control,
such as teleservice which guarantee the
most complete remote supervision via
internet using the TeamViewer service.
In case of need, the on-site operator
receives authentication from the
customer’s machine computer and can

Novelties
take full remote control of it to perform
all control/supervision operations.
Moreover, the interface monitors the
working conditions and the process
parameters by means of appropriate
sets of sensors and adapts its behavior
to the process drifts. The anomalies
detected by one (or more) sensors are
signaled by the supervision SW indicating
the subsequent actions to be taken.
Among Riello Sistemi’s latest SW
innovations we can mention the
RTM appllication “Riello Tool
Management”, a solution that allows
for the automatic tool pre-setting

Riello User Interface 3D (RUI 3D) is the
interactive human-machine interface
SW capable of managing the entire
production process through latestgeneration NCs such as “Fanuc 30i-B”
or “Siemens 840 SL”

RUI 3D, through special dedicated
APPs and direct connection with Riello,
monitors the parts subject to wear and
tear such as motors, drives, bearings
and hydraulic parts and provides a
forecast on a possible breakage.
In particular, the possibility of directly
sending info reports on the machine
use to Riello technicians guarantee a
timely identification of the possible
fault and the detection of any
anomalies that might soon cause it.
Among Riello Sistemi’s latest SW
innovations we can mention the RTM
application “Riello Tool Management”,
a solution that allows for the automatic
tool pre-setting. The operator performs
the pre-setting on his own measuring
machine and records on the tool holder
chip all the features relating to the tool,
such as length, dimensions and residual
life, which are then automatically
transferred to the machine.
Another innovative application,
designed specifically for the needs of
the owners, managers or production
managers, is Riello Mobile Application,
an application that, via smartphone,
monitors the machine status and
production from any location reachable
from the mobile network. The OPC-UA
package completes the range of the
interconnections available for a complete
integration of the machine with the
production planning of today’s most
modern industrial realities.

www.mandelli.com

Over 80 years
of history

The headquarters of
Mandelli Sistemi in Piacenza
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ighty-seven years of history cannot
be invented ye they are built with
commitment and dedication, with
the awareness of those who, willing to
reach important goals, know they must
work well, always. This is the story of
Mandelli which began in 1932 when
Renato Mandelli founded a small
company for precision machining of
mechanical parts which, in the 60s,
grew larger under the guidance of
Giancarlo, one of Renato’s sons and
began to develop those machines which
were bound to become horizontal
machining centers, the company’s core
business. After the first approaches with the
POSITIV, THEMA and EGO series, the REGENT
were born, highly versatile and avant-garde
machining centers with which Mandelli
paves the way for the processing of special
materials such as super-alloys like titanium
and Inconel, typical of the aerospace industry.
The 70s and 80s arrive, long and successful,
the market appreciates Mandelli for the
wide range available and for its superior
performance,
especially with the
development of the revolutionary OVER
patented horizontal and vertical head and
with the first FMS lines. Years of growth for
Mandelli, which establishes branches all
over the world, stipulates agreements with
multinationals including the Japanese Amada
for the development of a new NC and the
American IBM for applied research activities,
years over which notable customers are
acquired. Ferrari Cars, Rolls Royce, Caterpillar, New Holland, Asco Industries (now part
of the Spirit Aerosystems group), Siemens,
Alsthom, General Electric, to name a few.
The early 90s are characterized by a crisis
from which the company recovers in 1995
when a group of Italian entrepreneurs
decides to take it over and re-launch it. The

A picture of a Regent 1500.
With Regent 1500, highly versatile
and avant-garde machining centers,
Mandelli paves the way for the
processing of special materials such
as super-alloys like titanium and
Inconel, typical of the aerospace
industry

old product lines are replaced by 3 models
that will prove successful: STORM and ROCK,
medium and large machines dedicated
to the company core business sectors and
THUNDER, a small compact machine,
dedicated to high-speed machining for
materials like aluminum and significant
production lots, typical of a market where
Japanese competitors were the protagonists .
In 2000, Mandelli joined RIELLO
SISTEMI GROUP, a large industrial group
with 100% Italian capital headquartered
in Verona. The first few years are about
harmonizing production dynamics but
also about product renewal increasingly
targeted on the needs of great added
value industrial sectors. This is how
the new SPARK line was born, which
revolutionized the traditional concept
of machining center, followed shortly after by the brand new RUMBLE

Profilers, large machines with 5 interpolated
axes dedicated to machining structural
aerospace parts. SPARK is very successful
both in terms of design for maximum
performance, and Research and
Development,because they are
characterized by a strong presence of
solutions that make a machine tool highly
performing. RUMBLE is not far behind
and, after a year of analysis about the
possible suppliers, it is immediately chosen
in two units by the world’s largest
builder of civil aircraft for the making
of the new and futuristic Dreamliner.
The Financial Times of March 26, 2008
dedicates an entire page to this important
success. Mandelli’s present is called
Industry 4.0, IoT, and, most recently,
Additive, while from an organizational
point of view, the company is today one
of the most advanced examples of Lean
Management in the Italian panorama.

S

ince the time of historical models
such as Positiv, Thema,
Regent, the company’s design
philosophy has been to build machines
that have performance out of the
ordinary in terms of power and
precision. Those who buy a
Mandelli machine acquire an asset and
make an investment that brings value
over time to their production: in fact,
Mandelli machines are born with a life
horizon of at least thirty years during
which they maintain top technological
performances.
SPARK is the line of 4 and 5 axis
horizontal machining centers, equally
competitive on all metal processing from
light alloys to the toughest materials.
With models ranging from 800x800
pallet size to 3,500 mm strokes,
SPARK features linear roller guides to
achieve high performance in dynamics,
acceleration, rapid, jerk. The Y axis
has guides set at different height to
minimize the leverage effect of the
cutting forces and features a “C”
section able to guarantee superior
strength in the torsional direction. The
spindle heads, available from 5,000 to
30,000 rpm, cover all the requirements
to machine metal alloys with 5-axis
solutions characterized by a double
pinion kinematics, without reverse
backlash.
The first company to equip its horizontal
machining centers with the turning
function in 1991, today with SPARK, the
Mandelli designers have created a fixed
table architecture, the only one on the
market, which consists of drowning the
turning table inside the base leaving all
the linear movements on the machine
tool side reaching greater turning
absorption rates.
With the RUMBLE Profiler, Mandelli
has pushed to the maximum the
performances of stiffness and accuracy
for the machining of large components
- the transversal travel is 6 meters - in
tenacious materials, above all titanium
alloys. Rumble was born with a five-axis
mechanical drive continuous head

The Mandelli
product

Above, Spark is the line of 4 and 5 axis
horizontal machining centers, equally
competitive on all metal processing from
light alloys to the toughest materials.
Here a Spark 1600.
Below, the spindle heads, available
from 5,000 to 30,000 rpm, cover all
requirements to machine metal alloys.

capable of generating a spindle torque
close to 3,000 Nm to guarantee high
chip volumes.
The new SPARK TITANIUM line,
launched in 2018, is characterized by
specific solutions for high-strength
aerospace application alloys: very high
torque spindles, optimized structural
components, patented devices for
vibration damping are the triggers
that allow for over 25% chip volume
increase.
SPARK 3500 was also born in 2018,
a machine that takes the concepts of
automation and unmanned machining
to swing sizes over 3 meters. Privileged
fields of application for Spark 3500 are
the world of Power Generation / Oil &
Gas, as well as Precision Machining.
In 2019, a new baby is born : the
Spark line has been enriched with a
medium-small size multitasking model,
SPARK 1200, with fixed-table
architecture.

www.mandelli.com
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esearch & Development has
always played an important role
within Mandelli’s organization
and it is in this strategic vision that the
Sp@rk-4.0-IES project (Interconnected,
Efficient, Sustainable) is inserted, aimed

at the development of a production
system, consisting of an Additive
Robotized Cell and a Machining Center,
which integrates additive technology
with milling and turning operations.
Partially financed by the Ministry of
Economic Development as part of the
“Fund for Sustainable Growth” and
in which other scientific realities also
participate, including Istec - a CNR
spin-off, Inspire AG – an ETH Federal
Institute of Technology spin-off,
MUSP and the University of Bergamo,
Sp@rk-4.0-IES radically changes the
way of producing, shaping itself as a
synthesis between productive efficiency,
advanced digital networking and

Left, Research & Development has
always played an important role within
Mandelli’s organization.
Below, a picture of a head working area
inside a Mandelli machine.

The Mandelli
Quantum Leap

self-diagnostic interconnection systems.
A high technological content in the
Mandelli additive cell: equipped with
a pallet change system that integrates
the Additive station with metal casting
technology - capable of reaching high
levels of Material Deposition Rate - with
the Machining Center, the cell with
Siemens NC is equipped with a
“dressed” Comau anthropomorphic
arm wand a latest-generation Fronius
welding unit that deposits material
according to the CMT (Cold Metal
Transfer) process similar to arc welding
yet with lower thermal inputs and
better surface quality.
There are two solutions regarding the
chip removal process: the first uses
traditional emulsions brought to the
tool tip at very high pressure values
(350 bar) with the aim of fragmenting
the chip immediately after its separation
from the workpiece (Ultra High Pressure
Coolant) and the second avails of
cryogenic technologies with nitrogen
or carbon dioxide emulsions to refrigerate the contact area between the tool
and the piece up to -200 ° C, greatly
reducing the cutting edge wear with
obvious advantages on the process
efficiency.
To complete the Sp@rk-4.0-IES project
there are also other development
activities related to the use of special
surface coatings to make them
amphiphobic, the optimization of
the cell energy consumption and the
development of Augmented Reality
applications. The first are aimed at making
coatings water and oil repellent as well
as repellent to solid charges impregnated
with these fluids to decisively optimize
the chip removal, the second intends
to develop regulation and monitoring
strategies for the main HMC units to
reduce global energy consumption
and the third are meant to support
the manufacturer/end user servicing
activities and the evaluation of the
HMC ergonomics, logistics, accessibility
and layout.
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